
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL This Week in 

Histor 

FAMOUS EVENTS: What happened on ... ? 

Was ist am 11. November 1918 geschehen? 
Waffenstillstand des ersten Welkrieges / end of World War One 

HOW WORLD WAR I ENDED: 100 YEARS LATER 

O pictur,-alhl.nCt/Ma.,y Evans Picture Libruy/lEL C01lect10n:; 

Fighting on the we~tl-rn front was a whole m'W kind ol c]pstniclinn 

But the Germans were faced with a new enemy: the Americans. Following US President Woodrow Wilson's declaration of war in April 1917, 

American "doughboys" crossed the Atlantic in seemingly endless numbers. In early fall 1918 around 10,000 soldiers arrived every day. The 

young American soldiers might have been inexperienced, admits historian John Keegan. "However, the effect of their arrival on the enemy 

proved decisive: It was deeply depressing." Ultimately it was the well-equipped US forces that decided the war in the Allies' favor. 

The senior German leader had to accept that the war could no longer be won and that a complete collapse of the German front could only 

be prevented by a cease-fire. 

'One ruin after another' 

Europa had experienced four years of monstrous bloodshed and unknown destruction when the Armistice was signed on November 11. 

Erzberger was able to form his own picture of the devastation on his journey through Belgium and France: "Not a single house was left 

standing; one ruin came after the other," he noted. "In the moonlight the ruins loomed like ghosts in the air. No living creature showed 

itself." 

Erzberger outlined the toll of a war that was deadlier than any to date. Technological advancements and industrialization had given rise to 

weapons that overshadowed all prior ones in both quantity and quality: nearly indestructible tanks, boats that could maneuver below the 

water's surface, artillery with a gigantic range, deadly gases. 

Military historians estimate that around 850 million artillery shells were fired during the World War I. The killing in this mass war was 

industrialized: the hail of bullets and the fire of machine guns took the lives of up to 11 million soldiers. The warring nations conscripted a 

combined total of nearly 56 million recruits. On average 6 ,000 soldiers died each day of the war. In addition, over 21 million soldiers were 

wounded - they lost parts of their bodies, were paralyzed or bedridden, had to have amputations, or ended up blind or deaf. 


